4: BASIC Stamp Architecture – Memory Organization
BASIC Stamp Architecture Introduction This chapter provides detail on
the architecture (RAM usage) and math functions of the BS1, BS2, BS2e,
BS2sx, BS2p, BS2pe, and BS2px.
The following icons will appear to indicate where there are differences
among the various BASIC Stamp models:
One or more of these icons indicates the item applies only
to the BS1, BS2, BS2e, BS2sx, BS2p, BS2pe, or BS2px
respectively.
All

2 If an item applies to the all of the models in the BS2

family, this icon is used.

The BASIC Stamp has two kinds of memory; RAM (for variables used by
your program) and EEPROM (for storing the program itself). EEPROM
may also be used to store long-term data in much the same way that
desktop computers use a hard drive to hold both programs and files.

MEMORY ORGANIZATION

An important distinction between RAM and EEPROM is this:
•
•

RAM ORGANIZATION (BS1)

THE INPUT/OUTPUT VARIABLES.

1

RAM loses its contents when the BASIC Stamp loses power; when
power returns, all RAM locations are cleared to 0s.
EEPROM retains the contents of memory, with or without power,
until it is overwritten (such as during the program-downloading
process or with a WRITE instruction.)

The BS1 has 16 bytes (8 words) of RAM space arranged as shown in Table
4.1 The first word, called PORT, is used for I/O pin control. It consists of
two bytes, PINS and DIRS. The bits within PINS correspond to each of the
eight I/O pins on the BS1. Reading PINS effectively reads the I/O pins
directly, returning an 8-bit set of 1's and 0's corresponding to the high and
low state of the respective I/O pin at that moment. Writing to PINS will
store a high or low value on the respective I/O pins (though only on pins
that are set to outputs).
The second byte of PORT, DIRS, controls the direction of the I/O pins.
Each bit within DIRS corresponds to an I/O pin's direction. A high bit (1)
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sets the corresponding I/O pin to an output direction and a low bit (0) sets
the corresponding I/O pin to an input direction.
The remaining words (W0 – W6) are available for general-purpose use.
Each word consists of separately addressable bytes and the first two bytes
(B0 and B1) are bit addressable as well.
You may assign other names (symbols) to these RAM registers as shown
in section "Defining and Using Variables", below.
When the BS1 is powered up, or reset, all memory locations are cleared to
0, so all pins are inputs (DIRS = %00000000). Also, if the PBASIC program
sets all the I/O pins to outputs (DIRS = %11111111), then they will initially
output low, since the output latch (PINS) is cleared to all zeros upon
power-up or reset, as well.
Word Name
PORT
W0
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6

Byte Names
PINS
DIRS
B0
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B13

Bit Names
PIN0 – PIN7
DIR0 – DIR7
BIT0 – BIT7
BIT8 – BIT15

Special Notes
I/O pins; bit addressable.
I/O pins directions; bit addressable.
Bit addressable.
Bit addressable.

Table 4.1: BS1 RAM Organization.
Note: There are eight words,
consisting of two bytes each for a
total of 16 bytes. The bits within
the upper two words are
individually addressable.

Used by GOSUB instruction.
Used by GOSUB instruction.

The BS2, BS2e, and BS2sx models have 32 bytes of Variable RAM space
arranged as shown in Table 4.2. Of these, the first six bytes are reserved
for input, output, and direction control of the I/O pins. The remaining 26
bytes are available for general-purpose use as variables.
The BS2p, BS2pe, and BS2px models have an extra set of INS, OUTS, and
DIRS registers for a total of 38 bytes of variable RAM. These are “shadow”
registers that are switched in and out of the memory map with the
AUXIO, MAINIO, and IOTERM commands. While this feature exists in
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the variable RAM for these models, only the BS2p40 module has the extra
16 I/O pins for which this feature is intended.
THE INPUT/OUTPUT VARIABLES.

The word variable INS is unique in that it is read-only. The 16 bits of INS
reflect the state of I/O pins P0 through P15. It may only be read, not
written. OUTS contains the states of the 16 output latches. DIRS controls
the direction (input or output) of each of the 16 I/O pins.
A 0 in a particular DIRS bit makes the corresponding pin an input and a 1
makes the corresponding pin an output. So if bit 5 of DIRS is 0 and bit 6 of
DIRS is 1, then I/O pin 5 (P5) is an input and I/O pin 6 (P6) is an output.
A pin that is an input is at the mercy of circuitry outside the BASIC Stamp;
the BASIC Stamp cannot change its state. A pin that is an output is set to
the state indicated by the corresponding bit of the OUTS register.
When the BASIC Stamp is powered up, or reset, all memory locations are
cleared to 0, so all pins are inputs (DIRS = %0000000000000000). Also, if
the PBASIC program sets all the I/O pins to outputs (DIRS =
%1111111111111111), then they will initially output low, since the output
latch (OUTS) is cleared to all zeros upon power-up or reset, as well.

Table 4.2: RAM Organization for
all BS2 models.
NOTE: There are 16 words, of
two bytes each for a total of 32
bytes*. All bits are individually
addressable through variable
modifiers; the bits within the
upper three words are also
individually addressable though
the pre-defined names shown.
All registers are word, byte,
nibble and bit addressable.
*The BS2p, BS2pe, and BS2px
have an additional set of INS,
OUTS, and DIRS registers that
are switched in and out of the
memory map in place of the main
INS, OUTS, and DIRS registers
by using AUXIO, MAINIO, and
IOTERM. Only the BS2p40 has
the required extra I/O pins this
feature is intended for.

Word Name
INS*
OUTS*
DIRS*
W0
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
W9
W10
W11
W12

Byte Names
INL, INH
OUTL, OUTH
DIRL, DIRH

Nibble Names
INA, INB
INC, IND
OUTA, OUTB
OUTC, OUTD
DIRA, DIRB
DIRC, DIRD

Bit Names
IN0 – IN7
IN8 – IN15
OUT0 – OUT7
OUT8 – OUT15
DIR0 – DIR7
DIR8 – DIR15

Special Notes
Input pins
Output pins
I/O pin direction control

B0, B1
B2, B3
B4, B5
B6, B7
B8, B9
B10, B11
B12, B13
B14, B15
B16, B17
B18, B19
B20, B21
B22, B23
B24, B25
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The INS variable always shows the state of the I/O pins themselves,
regardless of the direction of each I/O pin. We call this, "reading the
pins". If a pin was set to an input mode (within DIRS) and an external
circuit connected the I/O pin to ground, the corresponding bit of INS
would be low. If a pin was set to an output mode and the pin's state was
set to a high level (within OUTS), the corresponding bit of INS would be
high. If, however, that same pin was externally connected directly to
ground, the corresponding bit of INS would be low; since we're reading
the state of the pin itself and the BASIC Stamp cannot override a pin that is
driven to ground or 5 volts externally. Note: The last example is an error,
is a direct short and can cause damage to the BASIC Stamp! Do not
intentionally connect output pins directly to an external power source or
you risk destroying your BASIC Stamp.
To summarize: DIRS determines whether a pin’s state is set by external
circuitry (input, 0) or by the state of OUTS (output, 1). INS always matches
the actual states of the I/O pins, whether they are inputs or outputs. OUTS
holds bits that will only appear on pins whose DIRS bits are set to output.

SUMMARY OF THE FUNCTION OF DIRS,
INS AND OUTS.

In programming the BASIC Stamp, it’s often more convenient to deal with
individual bytes, nibbles or bits of INS, OUTS and DIRS rather than the
entire 16-bit words. PBASIC has built-in names for these elements, shown
in Table 4.2.
Here's an example of what is described in Table 4.2. The INS register is 16bits (corresponding to I/O pins 0 though 15). The INS register consists of
two bytes, called INL (the Low byte) and INH (the High byte). INL
corresponds to I/O pins 0 through 7 and INH corresponds to I/O pins 8
though 15. INS can also be thought of as containing four nibbles, INA,
INB, INC and IND. INA is I/O pins 0 though 3, INB is I/O pins 4 though
7, etc. In addition, each of the bits of INS can be accessed directly using
the names IN0, IN1, IN2… IN5.
The same naming scheme holds true for the OUTS and DIRS variables as
well.
As Table 4.2 shows, the BASIC Stamp module’s memory is organized into
16 words of 16 bits each. The first three words are used for I/O. The
remaining 13 words are available for use as general-purpose variables.
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